Great design. Greater capacity.

DISCOVER
great design. greater capacity.
Design-Craft gives you room to explore a constellation of possibilities. Bring
tomorrow’s trends to today’s cabinetry with forward-thinking materials and
space-saving frameless construction that push the boundaries of design technology.
With contemporary looks and cutting-edge finishes, create a space that
launches you into your passions and showcases your personal style.
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EXPLORE
XXXX.

WOODS & PAINTS

PREMIUM VENEER Make a striking statement with

Showcase the natural

unique options like bamboo, straight-grain red oak,

beauty of hardwoods

whitewood and more.

from classic cherry
to rustic knotty alder
or, for a flawless,
lustrous finish, select
a paint option.
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MATERIALS
Display your individual style with a variety of
on-trend materials.

THERMOFOILS Choose from glossy,

EXCLUSIVES Find curated selections from colorful, glossy

matte, or woodgrain finishes that

acrylic to the weathered look of the Remnants Collection.

are low-maintenance, durable, and
easy to keep beautiful.
GLASS & METAL Add sleekness and shine to your space.
Explore options from contemporary backpainted glass
doors in matte or gloss finishes to versatile, stylish metal
accent doors.

EXPLORE MATERIALS
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ENVISION
style potential.
Express your individuality and create a space that showcases your unique taste.
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With dozens of stunning colors, textures, and sheens
Design-Craft empowers you to bring your vision to life. In the
next few pages, you’ll see how a diverse array of materials
complement each other in a variety of design styles. No
matter what you choose, you can count on Design-Crafts’s
precision engineering to ensure that seamless look. The space
of your dreams is waiting—the only limit is your imagination.

ENVISION STYLE
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ORGANIC REFLECTIONS
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Acrylic Charcoal Gray Gloss & Textured Melamine Desert Wood
Combine contrasting textures in soothing neutrals for a casual, yet luxurious, space. Full-height
open shelves flanking the range and refrigerator lend a relaxed feel to the room. A spacious layout,
built-in oversized appliances, and a waterfall island extension adds a hint of high-end comfort.

Gibson in Charcoal Gray acrylic; Pike’s Peak in Desert Wood
textured melamine

ENVISION STYLE
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ORGANIC REFLECTIONS
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Greater Capacity
Utilize more of your kitchen with greater door and drawer
clearance. Design-Craft wall cabinets are an inch deeper
than traditional framed wall cabinets to create unhindered
access to the full width, depth, and height of your cabinets.

Gibson in Charcoal Gray acrylic; Pike’s Peak in Desert Wood
textured melamine

A

A. MAXIMIZE STORAGE: this well-stocked pantry is full
from top to bottom and side to side, yet still slides out
easily thanks to efficient frameless design.
B. TAKE ADVANTAGE: fill roll-outs to the max and enjoy
plenty of clearance at the top of the cabinet.
C. GENEROUS CLEARANCE: benefit from the extra space
frameless cabinets give your drawers—your favorite
ladle and large utensils will fit with ease.
D. OPTIMIZE EVERY INCH: oversized trays and serving
ware are easy to see and access with tray dividers, door
organizers, and roll-out trays.
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ENVISION SPACE
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BRILLIANT INDUSTRIAL
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Acrylic White Dahlia Gloss & Heartwood Smoke
Use metallic elements, understated wood accents, and high-gloss finishes to make your space feel
clean and crisp. A metal and glass accent wall makes a striking statement in this contemporary
white-on-white design. A wall of tall cabinets incorporated into the architecture enhances the
upscale feel of the space and aids in seamlessly concealing appliances with custom panels.

Gibson in White Dahlia Gloss acrylic; Bella in Smoke on reconstituted
heartwood; with Carlton Brushed Stainless Steel and Frosted glass.

ENVISION STYLE
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CHIC & CONTEMPORARY
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Amber Walnut Thermofoil
& Sand Gloss Glass
Embrace the beauty of a timeless palette of warm white
and rich wood tones with the clean lines of contemporary
slab cabinets. This stylish kitchen includes everything a
gourmet chef could want, including double ovens, dual
refrigerators and a cooktop built into the island. Versatile,
food grade bins with snap-on lids keep pasta, flour and
other staples fresh.

Bella in Amber Walnut thermofoil with Brava Brushed Stainless
Steel and Sand Gloss glass

ENVISION STYLE
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SOFT MODERN
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Charcoal Matte Glass & Chai Latte Paint
Strike the perfect balance of minimalism and luxury by blending warm and
cool shades in this serene space. Matte finishes lend softness to the design
while the hexagonal backsplash adds bold, artistic texture. Open spaces allow
one-of-a-kind decor to take center stage.

Bella in Chai Latte Classic with Brava Brushed Stainless Steel
and Charcoal Matte glass

ENVISION STYLE
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SOFT MODERN
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Beautiful Integration
Look no further for the perfect blend of architectural
grace and innovation. Each cabinet maximizes versatility
and function without compromising style. An on-trend,
demi height oven cabinet makes the space feel open, and
strategically concealed paneled appliances give the room
a cohesive feel.

Bella in Chai Latte Classic with Brava Brushed Stainless Steel
and Charcoal Matte glass

ENVISION SPACE
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MID-CENTURY MARVEL
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Whitewood Eagle Rock, White Gloss Glass & Celeste Paint
Showcase natural beauty with chic clean-lined style. This Mid-century-inspired design
features a symmetrical layout with classic color blocking. A trend forward pairing of
blue, medium wood tones and white on understated slab doors with iconic decor
play up timeless style.

Bella in Eagle Rock on reconstituted whitewood and Celeste
Classic, with Brava Brushed Stainless Steel and White Gloss glass

ENVISION STYLE
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FRESH NEUTRALS
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Bamboo Natural & Thermofoil High
Gloss Whitecap
Create a welcoming, bright kitchen with a combination
of glossy and natural finishes. In this compact yet
functional space, glossy white complements the golden
undertones and distinctive texture of bamboo. Metal
accent doors with frosted glass add an additional
element of shine to the space.

Bella in Natural on bamboo, Eaton in Whitecap Gloss thermofoil,
with Bellagio Brushed Stainless Steel and Frosted glass

ENVISION STYLE
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VINTAGE URBAN
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Heartwood Smoke, Irish Crème Paint
& Peppered Appaloosa
Give the classic black-and-white kitchen a trend-forward
twist with unexpected finishes. Furniture details and the
bureau-style set of drawers in weathered-look Peppered
Appaloosa add a touch of vintage warmth to this design.
To balance those heirloom-feel elements, transitional shaker
style doors and demi-height appliances give dimension
and openness to the room.

Bella in Smoke on reconstituted heartwood; Loxley with Flat Panel
in Irish Crème Classic, and Peppered Appaloosa on cherry

ENVISION STYLE
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NATURAL CONTEMPORARY
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Spanish Paprika Paint, Black Matte Glass & Straight-grain Oak
Energize your home with a burst of color in the kitchen, instantly adding warmth with the beauty
of natural wood. Appliances are placed behind coordinating panels to maintain the space’s
sleekness and allow each finish to shine. Ample open shelving throughout displays treasured
pieces from handmade ceramics to vibrant geodes.

Bella in Spanish Paprika, Cappuccino on straight-grain red oak
and Carriage Black Classic with Brava Oil Rubbed Bronze and
Black Matte glass

ENVISION STYLE
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NATURAL CONTEMPORARY
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Maximum Efficiency
Make meal prepping a breeze with a kitchen designed
for cooking.
A. SHALLOW DRAWER DIVIDERS: keep foils and wraps
neat and in easy reach of the range and oven.
B. PULL-OUT WITH CANISTERS: it’s easy to see and
select that specific kitchen tool with this convenient
pull-out cabinet.
C. PULL-OUT WITH CANISTERS & KNIFE BLOCK: keep
countertops clear by placing your knife block into a
cabinet of its own.
D. CHARGING DRAWER: store and charge everyone’s
electronics at the same time in a dedicated drawer.
E. COOKWARE ORGANIZER: never lose a lid again! This
cabinet makes it easy to pick the right one every time.
F. KNIFE BLOCK INSERT: if you prefer knives in a top
drawer, this universal flat knife block keeps each one
in place.

Bella in Spanish Paprika, Cappuccino on straight-grain red oak
and Carriage Black Classic with Brava Oil Rubbed Bronze and
Black Matte glass
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ENVISION SPACE
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BESPOKE FARMHOUSE
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Frappe Paint & Greystone Oak
Employ a neutral palette to layer on texture without
overwhelming your space. Blend warm paint with a
textured natural wood finish and exposed brick to reflect
an old-world feel. Mirrored door inserts add a hint of
glamorous embellishment within the soft, sophisticated
gray tones throughout the room.

Loxley with Flat Panel in Frappe Classic, and Greystone on oak

ENVISION STYLE
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EXPERIENCE
innovative artistry.
Discover the subtle, yet essential elements that give Design-Craft
cabinets the edge in craftsmanship, quality and beauty.
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MADE TO ORDER

MADE WITH CARE

MADE FOR YOU

Design-Craft delivers

Meticulous attention

Specialty finishes

personalized

to detail and precision

and custom

experiences, one

craftsmanship ensure

programs push

custom kitchen

tight, 1/16" reveals.

aesthetics beyond

at a time.

material options.

EXPERIENCE ARTISTRY
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MADE TO ORDER
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Your Space, Your Way
Design-Craft holds the powerful design potential to
transform your space. Unleash your creativity and
enlist a talented designer to bring your unique vision
to life. Since we craft every kitchen to order, your
cabinets get the attention to detail they deserve. With
an extensive catalog, modification capabilities, and a
custom quote division, Design-Craft is ready to make
your dreams a reality.
Use Design-Craft to elevate your home—in this
entertainment space, a one-of-a-kind cabinet
configuration stands out as the crown jewel. Though
it fills just eight feet of wall space, it contains a fully
stocked beverage center. Built for a wine connoisseur,
these cabinets feature a built-in beverage dispenser
as well as a temperature-controlled wine cooler. Other
bar essentials, from elegant serve ware to glistening
glassware are tucked behind sleek slab doors.

Gibson in Gardenia acrylic; with Catania Brushed Stainless Steel
and Frosted glass

EXPERIENCE ARTISTRY
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MADE WITH CARE
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It’s All In the Details
Whether you want cabinets that stand out and make
a bold statement or cabinetry that seamlessly blends
into the background, Design-Craft offers the perfect
solution for your space. With our fastidious engineering
practices, you can rest assured that your cabinets will
be beautiful, no matter what style suits your taste.
This space illustrates the essential blend between
Design-Craft’s precise craftsmanship and diverse
style selection. These carefully selected, high-contrast
materials draw the eye around the room. Thanks to
super tight 1/16" reveals, the distinctive materials
come together harmoniously as a symphony of
color and texture.

Gibson in White Dahlia acrylic; Bella in Smoke on reconstituted
heartwood; with Carlton Brushed Stainless Steel and Frosted glass

EXPERIENCE ARTISTRY
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MADE FOR YOU
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Sea Salt
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Billow F Peppercorn
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Smoke
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Celeste
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Eucalyptus

A

Gale

D

Irish Crème

B

Peppered Appaloosa
E

Curry

F

C

Spanish Paprika

Onyx
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Infuse color & texture
Embrace the limitless potential Design-Craft offers with
a broad spectrum of finishes and materials. Choose from
a curated selection of trend-forward paints and stains to
build sensational palettes. Explore Design-Craft’s range
of specialty finishes that allow wood grain and texture to
take center stage. No matter what you choose, you can
count on beauty and craftsmanship.

Dove Appaloosa

Silver Appaloosa

Buckskin Appaloosa

Peppered Appaloosa

Shale

Cobblestone

Boulder

Greystone

EXPERIENCE ARTISTRY
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10501
10501 10th
10th Street,
Street, Waconia,
Waconia, MN
MN 55387
55387

Great design.
Greater capacity.
Create a space that expands your horizons
and launches you into your passions.
Explore the possibilities today. Visit
designcraftcabinets.com/dealer-locator to find
an authorized Design-Craft dealer near you.

Printing Limitations
Product photography and illustrations have been
reproduced as accurately as print and web technologies
permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we suggest you view
an actual sample from your nearest Design-Craft dealer for
best color, wood grain and finish representation.

Product Availability
Styles and product availability may vary slightly from those
shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or
improvements to our designs. Specifications are subject to
change without notice. Check with your authorized dealer
for product specifications before planning your kitchen.
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